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a b s t r a c t
Consider the problem of finding an integer matrix that satisfies given constraints on its
leading partial row and column sums. For the case in which the specified constraints are
merely bounds on each such sum, an integer linear programming formulation is shown to
have a totally unimodular constraintmatrix. This proves the polynomial-time solvability of
this case. In another version of the problem, one seeks a zero–one matrix with prescribed
row and column sums, subject to certain near-equality constraints, namely, that all leading
partial row (respectively, column) sums up through a given column (respectively, row) are
within unity of each other. This case admits a polynomial reduction to the preceding case,
and an equivalent reformulation as a maximum-flow problem. The results are developed
in a context that relates these two problems to consistent matrix rounding.
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Given positive integer vectors r ∈ Zm and c ∈ Zn, the well-known theorem of Gale and Ryser [13,18] provides necessary
and sufficient conditions for the existence of anm×n zero–onematrix X with row sums equaling the entries in r and column
sums equaling the entries in c. In this paper we consider two related problems in which additional constraints are imposed
on the leading partial row and column sums of X .
The first of these problems is to find a matrix X ∈ Zm×n satisfying the conditions
x−ij ≤ xij ≤ x+ij , for i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, (1)
c−ij ≤
i∑
i′=1
xi′j ≤ c+ij , for j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, (2)
r−ij ≤
j∑
j′=1
xij′ ≤ r+ij , for i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, (3)
where X−, X+, C−, C+, R−, and R+ are givenm× n integer matrices. We shall refer to this as the simple-bound problem. The
problem treated by the Gale–Ryser theorem is covered by the sub-case in which X− = 0 and the bounds (2), (3) amount
to equality constraints on row and column sums of the full matrix. This sub-case also includes various problems arising in
discrete tomography [9,14], such as the problem of finding a zero–one matrix with prescribed line sums and a prescribed
zero block [6,8]. Further motivation for the study of (1)–(3) arises through consideration of the problem described next.
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The second problem that we consider will be referred to as the near-equality problem. It consists of finding a zero–one
matrix that, in addition to having prescribed row and column sums, also satisfies ‘‘near-equality’’ constraints on its leading
partial row and column sums. Specifically, given r ∈ Zm and c ∈ Zn, we wish to find a matrix X ∈ Zm×n satisfying the
conditions
0 ≤ xij ≤ 1, for i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, (4)
n∑
j=1
xij = ri, for i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, (5)
m∑
i=1
xij = cj, for j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, (6)∣∣∣∣∣ j∑
j′=1
(
xij′ − xi′j′
)∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ 1, for i, i′ ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, (7)∣∣∣∣∣ i∑
i′=1
(
xi′j − xi′j′
)∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ 1, for j, j′ ∈ {1, . . . , n}, i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, (8)
or show that no such matrix exists. The constraints (4)–(6) are again of Gale–Ryser type and are therefore well understood.
Note that (7) constrains the row sums for the leftmostm× j submatrix, while (8) constrains the topmost i×n submatrix. As
we show in Section 3, however, these additional constraints do complicatematters: the full system (4)–(8)may be infeasible
even though the simpler system (4)–(6) is feasible.
The near-equality conditions (7), (8) typically arise from a need for balance or uniformity in the distribution of ones
throughout the matrix, so that blocks of similar size have a similar number of unit entries. For example, such a balancing
requirement arises in connection with embedding grids in hypercubes [4,7], which in turn is motivated by the design of
parallel computing architectures. The specific formulation given by (4)–(8) has been proposed in a particular approach [17]
to such embeddings. The problem is also related to scheduling [5,20], in which case the rows and columns of the matrix
correspond to tasks and stations (or times) at which they can be performed. The near-equality constraints reflect the goal
of maintaining a balance across one or both dimensions. This can improve robustness against unforeseen machine failures
or changes in demand for tasks, or it can provide a just-in-time schedule for sequential tasks. In both the embedding and
scheduling applications, the precise order of the elements of the column-sum vector c may not be specified in advance, so
the problem considered here might viewed as a subproblem to be solved repeatedly for various re-orderings of c.
The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate that the simple-bound and near-equality problems can be solved in poly-
nomial time using methods from linear programming and/or network optimization. The key steps in this demonstration
consist of building the following links: (a) the near-equality problem can be transformed into a special case of the simple-
bound problem, (b) the simple-bound problem is closely related to consistentmatrix rounding, and (c) constrained rounding
in integer linear programming is related to total unimodularity and integrality of vertices in the simple-bound problem.
In the next section, we reformulate the simple-bound problem (1)–(3) as an integer linear program and invoke a result on
matrix rounding to demonstrate that the constraintmatrix is totally unimodular. This proves the polynomial-time solvability
of the problem using, for example, linear programming methods. In Section 3, we derive valid inequalities for the near-
equality problem (4)–(8). These yield a complete linear characterization, in the form of (1)–(3), of the polytope of integer
solutions to (4)–(8). In Section 4, we use these valid inequalities to recast the near-equality problem in terms of finding a
maximal flow in a network that is closely related to one introduced by Knuth [16] for matrix rounding. The final section
(Section 5) shows that Knuth’s network approach to rounding also provides an alternative, more elementary proof of the
main integrality theorem of Section 2. In this way, the theory of matrix rounding and our two problems comes full circle
and leads to multiple perspectives on all three.
2. Matrix rounding and integrality of the simple-bound problem
A key result in this paper is that every vertex of the polytope defined by the simple-bound problem (1)–(3) is integral. This
yields a polynomial-time method for deciding whether (1)–(3) has an integer solution, because a vertex of such a polytope
(or a certificate that the polytope is empty) can be found in polynomial time [19]. We provide two different proofs of the
claimed integrality: one is given below and the other is delayed to Section 5.
In this section, we use the following result on consistent matrix rounding, which strengthens the classical result of
Bacharach [3]. It was first proved by Knuth [16], although he stated the conclusion in a weaker form concerning only the full
column and row sums, rather than the leading partial sums. Doerr et al. [11] later stated the result in its full generality.
Theorem 1. For all Xˆ ∈ [0, 1]m×n, a rounding X ∈ {0, 1}m×n of Xˆ exists such that
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i=1
n∑
j=1
(
xij − xˆij
)∣∣∣∣∣ < 1, (9)∣∣∣∣∣ j∑
j′=1
(
xij′ − xˆij′
)∣∣∣∣∣ < 1, for j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, (10)∣∣∣∣∣ i∑
i′=1
(
xi′j − xˆi′j
)∣∣∣∣∣ < 1, for i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}. (11)
Both Knuth [16] and Doerr et al. [11] gave rounding algorithms for producing the matrix X of Theorem 1. In Section 4, we
adapt Knuth’s approach to solve a special instance of the simple-bound problem (1)–(3) related to the near-equality problem
(4)–(8). In Section 5, we adjust Knuth’s proof of Theorem 1 in away that also yields amore direct proof of our key Theorem 4
below on integrality.
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 1, we obtain a method for solving the simple-bound problem (1)–(3).
Corollary 2. Each real solution of the simple-bound problem (1)–(3) can be rounded to an integer solution.
This corollary tells us that we can solve the simple-bound problem as a linear programming feasibility problem and then
apply a consistentmatrix-rounding procedure to finish the job. Such a possibility immediately raises the question ofwhether
the linear program itself has integer vertices, which we answer in the affirmative. To prove this we use the following result,
due to Doerr [10], relating total unimodularity to the rounding of solutions of linear systems. (We refer the reader to the
fine text of Schrijver [19] for a detailed exposition of total unimodularity.)
Theorem 3. Amatrix A ∈ {0,±1}p×q is totally unimodular if, and only if, for each vector uˆ ∈ [0, 1]q there is a vector u ∈ {0, 1}q
such that ‖u− uˆ‖∞ < 1 and ‖A(u− uˆ)‖∞ < 1.
Here ‖ · ‖∞ denotes the standard l∞-norm given by the maximum magnitude among entries of a vector. For an integral
vector z, the condition ‖z − zˆ‖∞ < 1 means that each entry in z rounds the corresponding entry in zˆ. Understood in these
terms, Theorem 1 is seen to tell us that a certain matrix A (related to calculating partial row and column sums of other
matrices) is totally unimodular. Identifying that matrix A and finding its relationship to the simple-bound problem (1)–(3)
are the central elements in the proof of the following theorem.
Theorem 4. The polytope defined by (1)–(3) has only integral vertices. Hence, every real solution of (1)–(3) is a convex
combination of integral solutions.
Proof. To prove this result, first note that the constraints (2), (3) can be rewritten as
C− ≤ LmX ≤ C+, R− ≤ XLTn ≤ R+ (12)
where the inequalities are interpreted entrywise, and Lk denotes the k× k lower triangular matrix with ones on and below
the main diagonal, as with
L3 =
[1 0 0
1 1 0
1 1 1
]
, L4 =
1 0 0 01 1 0 01 1 1 0
1 1 1 1
 .
Our goal is to show that the vertices of the polytope
P = {X ∈ Rm×n | 0 ≤ X, C− ≤ LmX ≤ C+, R− ≤ XLTn ≤ R+}
are all integral, for any choice ofm× n integer matrices C−, C+, R−, and R+. To show this, we draw on the work of Hoffman
and Kruskal [15], which ensures that all vertices of a polyhedron of the form
Q = {u ∈ Rp | b ≤ Au ≤ d, ; u ≥ 0}
are integral, provided that A is totally unimodular and b, d are integral. To be clear about which matrix we shall claim as
totally unimodular, we recast (12) in matrix–vector terms by switching notationmomentarily. For this purpose, we identify
the mn-vector x with the m × n matrix X by stacking the columns of the latter in sequence, as in the correspondence
xi+(j−1)m ↔ xi,j between entries in x and entries in X . Likewise, we represent the bounding m × n matrices C−, C+, R−,
and R+, respectively, asmn-vectors c−, c+, r−, and r+. This allows us to express (12) as[
c−
r−
]
≤
[
In ⊗ Lm
Ln ⊗ Im
]
x ≤
[
c+
r+
]
,
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where⊗ denotes the Kronecker product of matrices and Ik denotes the k×k identitymatrix. The forms of In⊗Lm and Ln⊗ Im
are illustrated by
I3 ⊗ L4 =
[L4 0 0
0 L4 0
0 0 L4
]
, L3 ⊗ I4 =
[I4 0 0
I4 I4 0
I4 I4 I4
]
.
With this notation, we assert that every matrix of the form
A =
[
In ⊗ Lm
Ln ⊗ Im
]
is totally unimodular. Indeed, Theorem 1 tells us that, for each xˆ ∈ [0, 1]mn, there is a vector x ∈ {0, 1}mn such that
‖x − xˆ‖∞ < 1 and ‖A(x − xˆ)‖∞ < 1. We may therefore apply Theorem 3 to obtain the total unimodularity of A. This
concludes the proof of Theorem 4. 
The integrality theorem above plays a central role in providing an algorithm for the near-equality problem (4)–(8), which
we discuss next.
3. Valid inequalities for the near-equality problem
Given the integrality results of the preceding section, it is natural to ask whether the near-equality problem (4)–(8) can
also be solved by allowing thematrix X to have real entries and then rounding. Although it is readily verified that the system
(4)–(8) always admits a real solution,we shall see that it need not admit an integer solution. Indeed, if a realmatrix Xˆ satisfies
conditions (4)–(8) of the near-equality problem in Section 1, then we can only guarantee that an integer matrix X obtained
via Theorem 1 satisfies the weaker conditions in which the right-hand sides of the near-equality constraints (7), (8) are
relaxed from unity to two. An example provided later in this section illustrates that possibility.
To overcome such difficulties, we derive a set of inequalities that are valid for the near-equality problem, in the usual
sense that all integral solutions of (4)–(8) necessarily satisfy these new inequalities. However, some real solutions of (4)–
(8) will be excluded in general, namely, those which admit consistent roundings that violate the near-equality constraints.
Interestingly, the valid inequalities that we introduce have the effect of recasting the near-equality problem as a special case
of the simple-bound problem examined in the preceding section. Specifically, we have the following result.
Theorem 5. Consider integer vectors r and c satisfying these assumptions:
(a)
∑m
i=1 ri =
∑n
j=1 cj;
(b) |ri − ri′ | ≤ 1 for i, i′ ∈ {1, . . . ,m}; and
(c) |cj − cj′ | ≤ 1 for j, j′ ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
Define upper and lower bounding matrices C−, C+, R−, and R+ as follows:
c−ij =

⌊
1
n
i∑
i′=1
ri′
⌋
, if i < m,
cj, if i = m;
(13)
c+ij = min
{
cj,
⌈
1
n
i∑
i′=1
ri′
⌉}
; (14)
r−ij =

⌊
1
m
j∑
j′=1
cj′
⌋
, if j < n,
ri, if j = n;
(15)
and
r+ij = min
{
ri,
⌈
1
m
j∑
j′=1
cj′
⌉}
. (16)
Then an integermatrix X satisfies (5)–(8) of the near-equality problem if and only if it satisfies (2), (3) of the simple-bound problem.
Note that the assumptions (a)–(c) of Theorem 5 are necessary for conditions (5)–(8) to be consistent.
Proof. To prove the theorem, assume that these conditions (a)–(c) hold and let σ denote the common value of
∑
i ri =
∑
j cj.
Next, note that we can write σ = mρ + µ = nγ + ν for a unique choice of integers ρ,µ, γ , ν satisfying 0 ≤ µ < m and
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0 ≤ ν < n. Specifically, we have
ρ = bσ/mc, µ = σ −mρ, γ = bσ/nc, ν = σ − nγ .
This allows us to rewrite the above inequalities on r and c as
ri ∈ {ρ, ρ + 1}, for i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, (17)
cj ∈ {γ , γ + 1}, for j ∈ {1, . . . , n}. (18)
(Furthermore, we have µ = |{i : ri > ρ}| and ν = |{j : cj > γ }|.) The proof of the theorem is based on the following idea.
For simplicity, consider the problem of determining an integralm× nmatrix X with prescribed row sums given by r ∈ Zm,
subject to the constraint that the column sums of X are all within unity of each other. In other words, we momentarily
disregard conditions (6), (7), as well as the inequality (8) for i < m. As described above, we have nγ + ν =∑mi=1 ri , where
0 ≤ ν < n. Hence the expression
γ =
⌊
1
n
m∑
i=1
ri
⌋
explicitly defines γ in terms of r and n alone. Consequently, (18) provides bounds γ ≤∑mi=1 xij ≤ γ + 1 for j ∈ {1, . . . , n}
on the column sums of X . Moreover, these bounds can be improved to an equality of the form
∑m
i=1 xij = γ if and only if n
divides
∑
i ri, which holds if and only if ν = 0.
Using the argument of the preceding paragraph, we can combine (5) and (8) for i ≤ m to obtain bounds of precisely
the form (2) on the leading partial column sum (up through row i). These are given explicitly by defining the upper and
lower bounding matrices C− and C+ as in (13), (14). Similarly, we can use (6) and (7) to obtain bounds of the form (3) on
the leading partial row sums by defining R− and R+ as in (15), (16). Because the bounds in (2), (3) are implied by (5)–(8)
together with integrality, they are valid inequalities for the integer feasible region defined by X ∈ Zm×n and (5)–(8). This
completes the proof of Theorem 5. 
We close this section with an example for which there are no integer matrices X ∈ Zm×n satisfying (5)–(8). Let the given
row-sum and column-sum vectors be r = [1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2]T and c = [3, 3, 3]T , and calculate C−, C+, R−, R+ using (13)–(16).
Now consider the following subset of the bounds (2), (3):
xi1 + xi2 = 1, for i ∈ {1, 2, 3};
xi1 + xi2 + xi3 = 1, for i ∈ {1, 2, 3};
x13 + x23 + x33 = 1.
Subtracting the first two equations yields x13 = x23 = x33 = 0, which contradicts the third equation. Consequently, there
are no real matrices satisfying (2), (3); hence, by Theorem 5, there are no integral matrices satisfying (5)–(8). On the other
hand, a real 6× 3 solution to (4)–(8) is given by
xij =
{
1/3, if i < 3,
2/3, if i ≥ 3.
Hence, the continuous relaxation of this near-equality problem is not tight. Moreover, the matrix
X =

1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
0 1 1
1 0 1
1 1 0

satisfies the weaker system (4)–(6), which omits the near-equality constraints.
4. Max-flow reformulation of the near-equality problem
The previous sections showed that the near-equality problem (4)–(8) can be solved in polynomial time by tightening
its linear programming formulation to match the simple-bound problem (1)–(3), which in turn has a totally unimodular
constraint matrix. In this section, we show that the near-equality problem can also be solved in polynomial time as a
network-flow problem.
There are three motivating factors for doing so. First, our proof of total unimodularity relied on a matrix-rounding
argument, which can also be used to round any fractional solution of the tightened linear program. Given the known
relationship between network flows and matrix rounding, it is natural to ask whether the near-equality problem can
itself be solved as a network-flow problem. Second, a network formulation has some practical value. The actual software
implementations of polynomial-time methods for linear programming generally find non-vertex solutions, except in cases
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Fig. 1. Transportation network for prescribed row and column sums.
where the optimum is unique. A subsequent process of purification or rounding is needed, and suchprocesses are themselves
subject to numerical approximation. A network-flow solver, on the other hand, can work entirely with integer values and
is more easily coded than a robust linear program solver. For these reasons, a network formulation may actually be more
practical than a linear programming formulation, even if the theoretical time complexity is somewhat higher. Finally, as
is shown in the next section, the network framework provides an alternative approach to proving the total unimodularity
results of Section 2. It therefore has potential for a different line of theoretical development.
Our network formulation adapts the elegant framework of Knuth [16] for consistent matrix rounding; the matrix-
rounding network constructed by Asano et al. [2]might likewise be adapted to this purpose. Tomotivate our formulation,we
note that the weaker system (4)–(6) of Gale–Ryser type, given by omitting the near-equality constraints, is just a classical
transportation problem in which we seek to send a total flow of σ from the sources (rows, with amounts ri) to the sinks
(columns, with amounts cj), subject to unit capacities on the transport arcs. Fig. 1 illustrates a network for the case where
m = 3, n = 2, and the row-sum and column-sum vectors are given by r = [1, 2, 2] and c = [3, 2]. In this network, the flow
from node ri to node cj corresponds to the entry xij of the desired matrix X . To satisfy the unit bound (4) on matrix entries,
the arcs ri → cj are given unit capacities.
We need to determine whether some flow on this network also satisfies the near-equality constraints (7), (8) on leading
partial sums. To that end, wemodify the transportation network to guarantee that those constraints are satisfied bymatrices
corresponding to a feasible flow of σ = ∑i ri = ∑j cj. First we replace the network of Fig. 1 by a flow-equivalent one in
which the nodes ri and cj are each split into subnetworks of nodes with at most unit inflow and outflow. More precisely, the
node set for our network consists of:
• a source s and a sink t;
• nodes uij and vij for each i ∈ {1, . . . ,m} and j ∈ {1, . . . , n};
• a node aik for each k ∈ {1, . . . , ri} and i ∈ {1, . . . ,m};
• a node bkj for each k ∈ {1, . . . , cj} and j ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
Such a network is illustrated in Fig. 2. We can accommodate constraints on leading partial sums by restricting flows
in this network to a carefully selected subset of the arcs in the gray boxes. Our criteria for selecting arcs are based on the
matrices C−, C+, R−, R+ calculated from the vectors r and c according to (13)–(16). Specifically, we use only the following
arcs:
• s→ aik for all k ≤ ri;
• bkj → t for all k ≤ cj;
• uij → vij for all i and j;
• aik → uij if and only if r−ij ≤ k ≤ r+ij and k > r−ij′ for all j′ < j;
• vij → bkj if and only if c−ij ≤ k ≤ c+ij and k > c−i′j for all i′ < i.
Applying these criteria to the network of Fig. 2 leads to the network shown in Fig. 3, where the deleted arcs are indicated
by dotted lines. Because all arc capacities are taken to be unity, the zero flow is feasible and all extreme flows are integral.
The Ford–Fulkerson algorithm [1,12] can now be employed to construct an integral maximum flow.
Theorem 6. The following are true for the network defined above:
(a) The maximum flow value cannot exceed σ .
(b) If the maximum flow value is σ , then the flow in arc uij → vij in a maximal flow corresponds to the entry xij of a matrix X
satisfying (2)–(4).
(c) If the maximum flow value is less than σ , then no solution to (2)–(4) exists.
(d) The near-equality problem (4)–(8) admits an integer solution if and only if the maximum flow value is σ .
Proof. First, the set of arcs s→ aik defines a cut of capacity σ =∑i ri =∑j cj, so the maximum flow value cannot exceed
σ . This proves statement (a) of the theorem. Next, in view of Theorems 4 and 5 of the preceding sections, statement (d)
follows immediately from statements (b) and (c). By Theorem 4 and the integrality of extreme flows on this network, it
suffices to restrict attention entirely to integer matrices and integral flows when proving statements (b) and (c).
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Fig. 2. Network of Fig. 1 with nodes expanded so that all arcs have unit capacity.
Fig. 3. Network of Fig. 2 restricted to those arcs allowed by C− , C+ , R− , R+ .
To prove statement (b) of the theorem, consider an integral flow of σ and take xij as indicated. Clearly, this choice satisfies
(4). We will show that it also satisfies (3); the bounds in (2) can be handled analogously. The argument uses these easily
verified properties, without explicit mention:
• r−ij′ ≤ r−ij and r+ij′ ≤ r+ij whenever j′ < j;
• r−ij ≤ r+ij ≤ 1+ r−ij for all i, j.
We start by observing that if aik → uij and ai,k+1 → uij′ both have a flow of 1, then j < j′. To see why, suppose
instead that j ≥ j′. We actually have j > j′ in this case, because conservation of flow at uij rules out j = j′. The
specification of the arcs aik → uij and ai,k+1 → uij′ tells us that r−ij ≤ k ≤ r+ij and r−ij′ ≤ k + 1 ≤ r+ij′ , which implies
r−ij′ ≤ r−ij ≤ k < k + 1 ≤ r+ij′ ≤ 1 + r−ij′ . We therefore have r−ij′ = k, which violates the requirement in the specification of
aik → uij that r−ij′ < k. So we do indeed have j < j′, as claimed.
Now define kij to be the highest value of k for which some j′ ≤ j has a unit flow on aik → uij′ , or to be zero if there is no
such j′ ≤ j. By the monotonicity demonstrated in the preceding paragraph, we obtain kij = ∑jj′=1 xij′ . This equality holds
because the left and right sides take the same value when j = 1, and then increase together in unit steps at those values of
jwith xij = 1. Hence, to show (3) it suffices to prove
r−ij ≤ kij ≤ r+ij (19)
for each i and j.
Note that (19) holds whenever xij = 1, because conservation of flow at uij requires existence of an arc aik → uij with
unit flow, in which case k = kij (by the definition of kij) and (19) is implied by the arc specification itself. Furthermore, this
implies that kij ≤ r+ij for all i and j. To see why, suppose that kij > r+ij and xij = 0 for some i and j. Then we would have
kij > r+ij ≥ r+ij′ for all j′ < j, so there would be no arcs aik → uij′ for k = kij and j′ < j. Hence, kij′ < kij for all j′ < j, which
would contradict xij = 0.
So if (19) fails, the only possibility is that r−ij′ > kij′ for some j
′. Suppose j′ is such an index and let j > j′ denote the
smallest index with kij > kij′ and xij = 1. (If there were no such j, then xij would be zero for all j > j′. By conservation of
flow at aik for k = ri, this would imply that ri = kij′ and thereby yield the contradiction r−ij′ ≤ ri = kij′ < r−ij′ .) We have
kij′ < r−ij′ ≤ r−ij ≤ kij = 1+ kij′ , and so the integrality of r−ij′ forces r−ij = r−ij′ = kij+ 1. Again, this contradicts the requirement
of k > r−ij′ in the specification of the arc aik → uij for k = kij. Thus (19) must hold after all. This completes our proof of
statement (b) in Theorem 6.
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We now prove statement (c) of the theorem. In contrapositive form, statement (c) says that if X is an integer matrix
satisfying (2)–(4), then there is a corresponding feasible flow of value σ on the network. We can define such a flow as
follows:
• s→ aik and bkj → t have flow 1 for all i, j, and k;• uij → vij has flow xij for all i and j;
• aik → uij has flow 1 whenever∑jj′=1 xij′ = k >∑j−1j′=1 xij′ ;
• vij → bkj has flow 1 whenever∑ii′=1 xi′j = k >∑i−1i′=1 xij′ .
We assign all other arcs a flow of 0. It is clear that this flow satisfies all of the arc capacities and that the total value of the
flow leaving s (or entering t) is σ . To see that each arc aik → uij given a unit flow actually exists in the network specification,
note that (3) implies r−ij ≤ k ≤ r+ij , while the condition
j∑
j′=1
xij′ = k >
j−1∑
j′=1
xij′ (20)
clearly implies that k > r−ij′ for all j
′ < j. Similarly, the arcs vij → bkj with assigned unit flows also exist.
All that remains is to prove that flow is conserved at each node but s and t . Condition (20) allows a unit flow from a given
node aik to a node uij for at most one j, whereas the constraints (3) indicate that every value of k ∈ {1, . . . , ri}must get used,
so each corresponding aik must have unit outflow. Hence, the flow is conserved at aik, and a similar argument demonstrates
conservation of flow at each bkj. Likewise, (20) allows a unit flow to a given node uij from a node aik for at most one k. At the
same time, there are exactly ri unit entries xij in row i, and those correspond exactly to the nodes uij that may allow a unit
inflow. This shows that flow is conserved at each uij. Again, there is an analogous argument for the nodes vij. The network
flow is therefore feasible and has all the required properties. This completes the proof of statement (c) of Theorem 6, and
therefore of the theorem itself. 
We close this section with a fewwords about the polynomial complexity of the network-flow approach to solving the near-
equality problem. It is well-known that network-flow problems with integer data are solvable in polynomial time [1]. Here
we sketch the polynomiality of transforming the data for the near-equality problem to the network formulation presented
above. An instance of the near-equality problem (4)–(8) can be encoded by specifying the positive integers ρ and γ of (17),
(18) along with vectors y ∈ {0, 1}m and z ∈ {0, 1}n, which serve to abbreviate the vectors r and c according to ri = ρ + yi
and cj = γ +zj. Notice that wemust have ρ < n and γ < m, or else the problem is trivial. The input size (in bits) is therefore
bounded below bym+n. The output network formulation comprises 2+4mn nodes and nomore than (3+m+n)mn arcs,
so the output size is polynomial in the input. Creating the network-flow problem from the original data requires calculating
the matrices R−, R+, C−, C+ and then looping over theirmn entries (all bounded above bym or n) to determine the specific
arcs needed in the network. Hence the intermediate data and calculations are polynomial in the input, and the network is
therefore constructed in polynomial time and space.
5. Network-based matrix rounding and the simple-bound problem
We conclude by providing a different proof, based on networks, of the integrality result (Theorem 4) given in Section 2.
The argument below avoids any discussion of total unimodularity, and thereby provides a different perspective. Moreover,
the proof immediately yields the matrix-rounding result (see Theorem 1) of Knuth [16] and Doerr et al. [11], along with a
matrix-rounding procedure similar to Knuth’s.
As in Section 2, our goal is to show that any matrix Xˆ in the polytope
P = {X ∈ Rm×n | 0 ≤ X, C− ≤ LmX ≤ C+, R− ≤ XLTn ≤ R+},
can be expressed as a convex combination of integral matrices in P . To do so, we first make a conversion to variables with
unit bounds, as follows. Given Xˆ , define Y ∈ Zm×n by yij = bxˆijc and let Z = Xˆ − Y ∈ [0, 1)m×n. Then Xˆ = Z + Y , so Xˆ ∈ P if
and only if Y ≥ 0, C− − LmY ≤ LmZ ≤ C+ − LmY , and R− − YLTn ≤ ZLTn ≤ R+ − YLTn . It therefore suffices to prove that, given
any integer matrices F−, F+, G−, and G+, if a matrix Z ∈ [0, 1]m×n satisfies
F− ≤ LmZ ≤ F+, G− ≤ ZLTn ≤ G+ (21)
then Z is a convex combination of matrices in {0, 1}m×n that also satisfy (21). Note that this system has the exact same form
as (12), but that the requirement of Z ∈ [0, 1]m×n corresponds to replacing the general bounds (1) on entries in X with the
zero–one bounds in (4). In other words, we must answer the integrality question for the system (2)–(4), as in the following
result.
Theorem 7. Every real solution of (2)–(4) is a convex combination of integral solutions. Hence, the polytope defined by (2)–
(4) has only integral vertices.
Note that this result immediately recovers Theorem 1 on matrix rounding.
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Proof. To prove Theorem 7, we consider a real solution Xˆ of (2)–(4). Without loss of generality, wemay assume that the full
row and column sums of Xˆ are integral. Otherwise, we can embed Xˆ as the leadingm× n submatrix of an (m+ 1)× (n+ 1)
matrix that does have integral row and column sums, and then apply the following argument to the larger matrix instead.
We construct a network with the same basic structure as the network of the previous section. However, the specification
of arcs is closer (but not identical) to that of Knuth [16]. First, we define bounding matrices
rˆij =
j∑
j′=1
xˆij′ , cˆij =
i∑
i′=1
xˆi′j,
along with row and column sums ri = rˆin and cj = cˆmj, and the full-matrix sum σ = ∑i ri = ∑j cj. As in the previous
section, the node set for our network consists of:
• a source s and a sink t;
• nodes uij and vij for each i ∈ {1, . . . ,m} and j ∈ {1, . . . , n};
• a node aik for each k ∈ {1, . . . , ri} and i ∈ {1, . . . ,m};
• a node bkj for each k ∈ {1, . . . , cj} and j ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
In this section, we define the arcs in terms of rˆij and cˆij as follows:
• s→ aik for all k ≤ ri;
• bkj → t for all k ≤ cj;
• uij → vij for all i and j;
• aik → uij if and only if rˆi,j−1 < k < 1+ rˆij and rˆi,j−1 < rˆij;
• vij → bkj if and only if cˆi−1,j < k < 1+ cˆij and cˆi−1,j < cˆij.
As before, all arc capacities are taken to be unity. A feasible flow of value σ =∑i,j xˆij on this network is given by sending
• 1 unit through each arc s→ aik and bkj → t;
• xˆij units through each arc uij → vij;
• min{k, rˆij} −max{k− 1, rˆi,j−1} units through each arc aik → uij;
• min{k, cˆij} −max{k− 1, cˆi−1,j} units through each arc vij → bkj.
In fact, this is a maximum flow: the set of arcs s → aik defines a (minimum) cut of capacity σ = ∑i ri. Moreover, the
integrality of the arc capacities implies that the extreme flows on this network are integral [1]. Thus, the maximum total
flow of value σ is also attained by some integer flow, and the feasible flow defined above is a convex combination of such
maximum integer flows.
Now consider any maximum integer flow and define xij ∈ [0, 1] to be the flow through the arc uij → vij for each i and
j. We shall show that the integer matrix X with these entries satisfies (2), (3). For the choice k = brˆijc, we see that all arcs
aik′ → uij′ with k′ ≤ k have j′ ≤ j. Consequently, the total flow out of nodes {ai1, . . . , aik} is k, and this is no larger than the
total flow
∑j
j′=1 xij′ into nodes {ui1, . . . , uij}. In other words, we get
∑j
j′=1 xij′ ≥ brˆijc ≥ r−ij . Likewise, for the choice k = drˆije,
all arcs aik′ → uij′ with j′ ≤ j have k′ ≤ k. In this case, the total flow out of nodes {ai1, . . . , aik} is k, and this is at least as
large as the total flow
∑j
j′=1 xij′ into nodes {ui1, . . . , uij}. Hence,
∑j
j′=1 xij′ ≤ drˆije ≤ r+ij . This proves that X satisfies (3). A
similar argument shows that X satisfies (2), so the proof of Theorem 7 is complete. 
We close by noting that this proof gives a clear algorithmic approach to consistent matrix rounding: simply set up the above
network and then use any procedure that finds an integral maximum flow. The resulting method is essentially the same as
Knuth’s. The matrix-rounding procedure of Doerr et al. [11] is more efficient than either our method or Knuth’s, but doesn’t
make use of widely implemented algorithms (such as network optimization methods).
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